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About This Game

VireFit is a virtual reality application created for professional trainings, sport skills and active leisures with family. This is a full-
fledged fitness center which includes three "zones": a tennis court, a boxing ring and a basketball court.

The Game modes.

"Basketball". So you have three baskets: yellow, green and red. Your task is to catch the balls and send them to the basket of
the desired color. The more hits, the bigger the score. The game develops the technique of throwing, concentration, accuracy,

speed of reaction and is suitable for preparatory training.

"Tennis". You have a big target. Your task is to dodge bombs and hit the balls so that they hit the target exactly. The closer the
center of the target, the more points you earn. This is a medium intensity workout that develops accuracy and speed of reaction.

"Boxing". In front of you is a virtual opponent with advanced artificial intelligence. Your job is to kick him faster than he
does. You can dodge, block and strike. Your enemy works quickly and changes tactic, assesses movement and speed of the

player. The mode is implemented in the spirit of classic box. This is a high intensity workout that will keep you fit.

Game features.

Three game modes: "Boxing", "Basketball", "Tennis";

Three levels of difficulty: easy, normal, difficult;
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Three load levels: "Basketball" and "Tennis" modes: 3, 5 and 7 minutes;

"Smart" virtual opponent in boxing;

Preservation of statistics about the number, duration and intensity of training;

Feedback. Vibrating sensors in your joysticks will work when you hit the target;

Virtual trainer. Track your results and adjust your workout time.

Thanks to a simple design, the application will set you up for training and help you concentrate on your task, and the
most realistic animation will allow you to immerse yourself in the world of professional sports: the opponent in Boxing
mode moves like a real boxer, and Basketball helps you build the right throw technique.

Rival with artificial intelligence

In the "Boxing" mode you will find smart opponent who will replace the real coach and sparring partner. The opponent will
automatically adjust to:

your height. Practice strikes on an equal opponent;

your training level. A virtual boxer will give odds to a novice and make the pro sweat;

your tactics. Your enemy learns from you and makes decision, focusing on your movements, speed and combat
technique.

A “smart” opponent can keep a distance: comes when you move away and retreats back when you press. A few missed strikes -
and the boxer will go on the attack or start to defend. Built-in endurance brings artificial intelligence closer to a real person:

after a series of successful attacks from your side, enemy “gets tired”, tries to step back and will attack less often.

The virtual boxer makes decisions independently, based on your movements and tactics. The boxer does not use ready-made
algorithms and scripts, which means that they cannot be recognized and used.

VireFit rated!

The application has been tested by more than 50 trainers and several fitness clubs;

Corporate package solution installed large sports centers;

VireFit won the Cyber Garden hackathon twice.

More than sport. More than a game.

VireFit is an excellent entertainment for an active family, an interesting sport game for schoolchildren and their parents, a
virtual fitness center at home. All you need is virtual reality glasses and some free time.
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Title: VireFit
Genre: Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Daemon Cat
Publisher:
Daemon Cat
Release Date: 28 Feb, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8.1 or later, Windows 10

Processor: Intel Core i5-4590/AMD FX 8350 equivalent or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 970, AMD Radeon R9 290 equivalent or better

Storage: 1 GB available space

English,Russian
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I've had my Rift for two years and in that time have tried hundreds of games and experiences. If you asked what was the worst
thing I've ever played I would say this. It's so bad I can only assume it was put together in a single weekend using stock unity
assets. That wouldn't be so bad if it was on sale for a dollar or so but charging \u00a327 for this should be a criminal offence.

Immediately uninstalled and refunded.
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